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Lowry's cuts may
hinder fall enrollment
"A lot of introductory classes have
gone from classes of maybe 25
Editor-in-chief
students to classes of 40 or 45. At
If Gov. Mike Lowry' s newest bud- some point, these are not efficiency
get proposal is approved, Central cuts. They're cuts at the heart and
will not be able to increase its en- soul of the institution.
"Our ability to absorb a cut probrollment next fall quarter, said Mary
Marcy, director of Central's Gov- ably means that it will come out of
enrollment," she said.
ernmental Relations.
"We can't take more students and
The proposal calls for another $22
million in cuts from higher educa- teach them with less faculty. If we
get a significant cut, we 'II keep our
tion funding statewide.
__ Central' s share.of1hat comes .out- current e!lrollment level."Maintaining· the current enrollto be a 1.25 percent cut for one
year, bringing the total cut to 2.5 ment level is undesirable because
percent over the two years of the, Washington ranks last in the nation
biennial budget, Marcy said.
for access to higher education,
Central stands to lose over Marcy said.
"We need to allow new students
$800,000 for the 1994-95 school
to come in, but without the finanyear, she said.
"It would be· a very painful cut," cial support we can't teach them,"
Marcy said. 'The problem we have she said.
It is unknown what other affects
is we are dying a death of a thousand cuts."
·
such a budget would have on CenSince 1991, Central has suffered a tral if passed, Marcy said.
photo by Diane M. Schuirman/The Observer
7
.8 percent budget cut while enShe said this is because the proMary Marcy, Central's director of Governmental Relations,
rollment
has
increased
by
11
perposed
cuts have not targeted speprepared to tackle another legislative session in her office
cent.
cific
areas.
last week. The session opened Monday. Marcy, who has
"That's the good thing about the
"We're trying to serve more stuoffices in both Ellensburg and Olympia, faces several
dents
with
less
resources,"
Marcy
governor's
budget, because it gives
legislative Issues and a possible 2.5 percent budget cut
said.
us
some
ability
to respond and hopeover the biennium.

by Diane M. Schuirman

Dead Air: Plans for
.KCAT in SUB on hold
by Joe Butler
News editor
KCAT, Central's campus radio
station, has plans to begin
pumping its music into the
Samuelson Union Building
pending a final vote from the
Samuelson Union Board Jan. 25.
The Union Board planned to
vote Jan. 10 on whether to allow
the cable station to be aired
weekday mornings in the SUB,
but tabled the decision because
SUB Director Karen Moawad,
who will make the final decision,
was not present at the meeting.
By broadcasting to the SUB
during the day, KCAT hopes to
expose a greater number of
students to their music.
The plan is for the station to .b e
heard in the Games Room, the
SUB pit, and possibly the south
cafeteria, from 7 a.m. until noon.
The station will then continue
regular programming at 3 p.m.

until 3 a.in. KCAT is broadcast
from Bouillon Hall.
Mark Noesen, KCAT station
manager, hopes the board will
approve the change.
If the plan is approved Jan. 25,
the station can begin broadcasting
to the SUB Jan. 26, he said.
Union Board officials met with
station management during fall
quarter and asked that they
distribute a survey to SUB users,
including students and administrators, indicating their music
preferences, whether they
listened to KCAT regularly, and
if they would like to hear it in the
SUB.
Approximately 150 surveys
were returned to the Associated
Students of Central Board of
Directors office, said Leslie
Webb, ASCWU representative
for student facilities.
The responses were "pretty proK CAT," Webb said.

See KCAT/page 5

fully retain the quality of the institution," she said.
Marcy testified this week to the
House Higher Education Committee regarding the governor's budget, and Courtney Jones, vice president of Business and Financial Affairs, will testify next week to the
House Appropriations Committee
on the proposed budget, she said.
Students can voice their opinions
to the legislature through student
Heather-Flodstrom, Central's Legislative Liaison, by calling the legislative hotline, or by contacting
any of their local legislators.
"More than 60 percent of our students come from the west side,"
Marcy said."
Sometimes the west side legislators think we're just an east side
institution, so when students write
to their local legislators, it kind of
makes them realize there are people
on the west side who care about
Central and who care about what
happens here."
The final decision on the budget
proposal will not be known until
the legislative session adjourns,
which is scheduled for March 10.

Central's
Legislative
agenda set
Central's 1994 legislative
agenda oppose~ any attempt to
require a student representative to
serve on Central' s Board of
Trustees and cautiously approaches a possible bill which
would give the board the authority to set tuition rates.
Mary Marcy, director of
Central' s GovernmentarRelations, announced the agenda at a
recent meeting of the Ellensburg
Rotary.
The Washington Student Lobby
is expected to present a bill
agenda said.
requiring a student to serve on the The board was established to
board of trustees or board of
create an objective and removed
regents at each of the state's six body, rather than a body of
institutions of higher education. special interests.
· Such a bill has been presented
It is Central' s position that
by WSL for the past few years,
students serving on the board
and has not succeeded.
would be faced with a conflict of
Central opposes a bill of this
interest, and if students gain
type because having a student
. representation, other groups such
representative on the board
as faculty would be entitled to it
defeats the board's purpose, the as well, according to the agenda.

A bill giving colleges and
universities the authority to set
their own tuition rates may also
be introduced during this
legislative session.
Marcy described such a bill as
dramatic.
"It has the potential to be a real
philosophy change for the administration of higher education in the

See AGENDA/page 4
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Vari. pool may ease parking lot problems
by Greg A~daya
Copy ~ditpr
The press-ore on Central;s overcrowded parking lots may soon be
eased by a commuter van pdol
which began yesterday.
The van- pool could replace the
cars of up to 15 _students using the
vans who would otherwise commute, Edna Madsen, motor pool
supervisor, said.
Two van pools were run to and
from Yakima yesterday. The vans
will be · departing from Yak:ima
~aily at 7 a.m. and arriving on campus at 8 a.m. The vans will leave
campus at 5 p.m. and arrive in
Yakima at 6 p.m.
Madsen_ is anxious to start another pool from Cle Elum .and
Kittitas.
Student VIiiage residents unable to find a prime spot in the
Ken Pinnell/The Observer
The van pool provides a valuable · ove"?rowded parking lot compete for space along Alder Street.
service to commµter students,
means that people have to pay to to park in prime places on campus
Madsen said. This service has two on campus.
ride it. ·
so they don't have far to walk.
main benefits.
Initially, the van pool will be
Madsen has been attendin·g dif- Therearepeoplewhofiguresince
First, it makes-more .parking on. offered to transport students to
ferent meetings, including one in a class is only 50 minutes long,
campus available without the cost and from the Yakima, Kittitas and
of building more spaces.
Cle Elum areas to Central, but a
Olympia, in an effort to request they can get away with parking in
information about funding to a 30-minute parking space,
Second, it reduces the environ- van pool to and from the Moses
mental impact of several vehicles Lake area has been authorized, if
supplement the van pool and the Rittereiser said.
traveling daily from y akima
there is enough interest expressed
, shuttle service.
"My advice to people would be
Steve
Rittereiser,
Central's
chief
to
buy a parking permit,"
·Rob Chrisler, director of.Auxil- in it.
of Public Safety and Police Ser- Rittereiser said.
iarr' -SerVices, said then! are ap~
The van pool is currently selfvices, said the main problem with Anyone wanting to participate in
proximately 2,822 parking spaces - supporting; Madsen said, which
parking on campus is not a lack of the van pool program can call the
$J>ace, but too many people trying motor pool at 963-3259.
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Starts Tomorrow ~ Frid.ay~ January 14
·Special Hours:
Friday 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sund~y Noon to .4 p.m.

0

Save
Up:To

.o

NEED INSURANCE?
.

.......

. · Agency

...

Auto ··Renters • Home • Life • Business
*Free Comparisons*

925-5005
r

1011 N Alder

Next .to campus behind
Ken'~ Auto Wash

-.

Off &

More

On Selected Items storewide for all ages.
Shop on your way to work!
Bank Card .·
. ·. We Accept VISA~ Mastercard, Discover
Layaways
,
Yes, you can layaway sale items
Personal Charge
If you don't have a Berry's charge,
apply soon.
It pays year long.

all

When you shop a Be:rry's Sale, you can expect true
savings. The merchandise you select is from our
regular stock, NOT brought in for this sale.

• Teachet Placement Orientation
, A placement orientation meeting,
which will provide instructions on
completing a file, is tonight at 7
p.m. in Black 102.
•Job Search/Resume Writing/and
Interviewing Workshops
The first of these programs will
be Jan. 25-27 for education
candidates. RobertD. Malde, from
the CP&PC, will be presenting
these hour-long workshops, which
begin at 2 p.m. in Black 102.
Jan 25: Job Search-Getting_
Started
-Jan 26: Resume Writing
Jan 27: Interviewing
These workshops will also be
held for arts/science candidates
Feb. 1-3.in Black 102 at the same
times.

SchJD.idt Insurance ..
..

?

Upcoming Actiyities
•Military Recruiting:
The Air Force will be in the
Sam_uelson Union Building Jan.
24 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The Marine Corps will be in the
SUB Information Booth area Jan.
19-20 to discuss the Marine Officer
Program. They will be there from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

~

. • . ••

~ ~

Central's Career Planning and
Placement Center is located in
Barge Hall 204 (mezzanine level).
Students are invited to visit the
office an~ register for services,
utilize the career library, which
contains
many
employer
directories, keep posted on
upcoming interviews on campus,
review job listings and discuss
career options with a counselor.

•Pre-Screening
Several companies will be pre-:
scre~ning interested seniors for
career opportunities in liberal arts,
construction management, math,
economics, finance, business and
accounting. The deadline to sign
up for these companies is Jan. 31.
IMCO, Howard Johnson&Co.,
Farm Credit Services and
Copeland Lumber Yard Inc. all
will be pre-screening.
TheCP&PClibraryhasbrochures,
notebooks, video tapes and
directories for many employers.

OVER 15,000 IN STOCK FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM
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20°/o OFF
All Used CD's
All Used Records
All Used Tapes

' SEE IT!''

"Say Five 'Hail Whoopis'
. And See It!"
- Ralph Novak,
PEOPLE MAGAZINE

·SISTER /CT 2:

4'ct"
~: 0111.

BACK IN THE HABl~T
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Pictures

Distributed bV Buena Vista Picturet Distribution, Inc. CTouchstone Pictures

.,,,

GUARANTEED "
Anything not in perfect playing condition may be
exchanged for another item of equal value.

4t1 N Rub

925-3124

313 N. Pearl • 925-6895
·,.. 3-13-94

Student pricing
Daily 6:45 & 9:00
Sat & Sun 4:30
Disc. Tues all seats $3
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Celebrating King's legacy
- MiirffiiLuther King Jr. is remembered for his peaceful civil rights
activity. Though he was jailed more than a dozen times for resisting
arrest, he never encouraged violence, and like Gandhi, who King studied
in India, he preached non-violent civil disobedience. The successes of
his efforts to end segregation, increase black voter registration, and
improve living and educational conditions for blacks in the South all are
apparent today.
Though America will not celebrate the legacy of Martin Luther King
Jr. until Monday, Central has already begun its celebration this week with
two speakers.
Cedric Sanders, minority affairs coo.rdinatorfor Student Activities, said
he figured many students, given a three-day weekend, would rather go
home than take time to celebrate the memory of King.
That's why he scheduled the speakers for earlier this week, so students
could have time to think about civil rights issues and still have time for
themselves.
Tuesday, J .R. McClusky spoke on axiology, the study of relationships
between men in different cultures. McClusky spoke in the Samuelson
Union Building pit at noon and gave an evening presentation at KennedyGreen Hall. He also had an afternoon book-signing session at the
University Store.
Wednesday, Rick Brown, who has spoken at Central in.the past, spoke
about healing racism. This was also in the SUB pit at noon.

\\~\
GIVE TO LIVE,
;
)

·- ~

DONATE
BLOOD!

Artist_ry
418 N. !'in~

"I want to subpoena the con- ·
science of the nation before the
judgment seat of morality."
-MLK, Aug. 28, 1963.

"The Great Society [Pres.
Johnson's antipoverty program]
has been shot down on the
battlefields of Vietnam."
-MLK, April 4, 1967

"I have been to the mountaintop
and seen the Promised Land."
-MLK, April 3, 1968, the day
before his death.

"I have a dream."
-MLK, Aug ..28, 1963

LOOK

SHARE THE DREAM

-

.

.

.

..:

Several ads in today's Observer have dates in them.

Local advertisers are helping you
c:elebrate your birthday early ~ur · .·.,
· late! If you see your birthday iri an . ·
ad, be the first person (with proof
of birthday) at that business and
receive a free gift!

of Eileen & Co.
925-9715

A New Year ...
A New You!!!
ALL PERMS 10% OFF
(Includes conditioner, haircut & style)
Ex ires 1-31-94

Iguana_s $29.00
Subject to stock on hand
All Heat Rocks 20% off
Reptile Sand 203 off
4 ft. Iguana Tank
w I screen top $99.00

~

::lt-~, All T0p Cat Scratch Posts 20% off
Penguin Power Filters · ,~'"':·
Pump Tank size Reg.
Sale
Mini (10 to 15 gal.) $24.57 $17.07
110 (15 to 35 gal.) $34.47 $24.07
160 . ( 35 to 55 gal.) $37.86 $26.46
300 (55 to 125 gal.) $41.57 $29.07

PF 99·100 GPH
(w/o BIO·Wheel)

Whisper Power Filters
Pump type Tank size

Reg.

Sale

Jr. Pump . (10 to 15 gal.) $25.18 $19.188===::;-.~
#1 pump (25 to 35 gal.) $34.48 $27.48
#2 pump (35 to 55.gal.) $36.57 $29.07

Sale good thru January 24. Subject to stock on hand.

Betta fish w/bowl· :
$6.25. No heater or
air pump needed
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Agenda:Central may BRIEF NEWSMAKERS
Wildcats making tracks
set its tuition rates

WHAT

II!!

pyPE

RE:
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From AGENDA/ page 1
state," she said.
Last year, institutions were given
local control of tuition money,
meaning Central now retains its
own tuition money instead of putting it into Washington's general
budget fund.
Tuition rate-setting authority
would mean Central's trustees
would exclusively determine
Central's tuition rates.
The board would also be able to
charge different rates for different
courses and to determine the
amount charged to resident and
nonresident or undergraduate and
graduate students, the agenda said.
Tuition rates are currently set by
the legislature.
An Attorney General's opinion is
pending on whether or not the passage of Initiative 601 will affect
tuition. If so, tuition increases could
not exceed the state's growth factor. The opinion is expected to be
announced in the next few months,
according to the agenda.
The major disadvantage of Central gaining rate-setting authority is
the legislature may further decrease
state spending on higher education
without having to take responsibility for resulting tuition increases,
Marcy said.
..There are a lot of very major
philosophical issues about higher
education policy that need to be
addressed before we come down
firmly on one side or the other." she
said.

YOU?

PANASONIC

APPLE

BROTHER

CANON

~~

...

~
-

"'"',,,,,,. ~- ~

- - - -~---,

.

PANASONIC

OLYMPIA

IWe carry a large selection of
typewriter ribbons,
·
computer ribbons and
con-ecting tape. If we
don't have your type,
we'll special order it.
Come see us for all types
of type, and all types of
corrections.
J

Jerrol's
111 E. 8th - 925-9851
MON-FRI 8am-9pm

SATJSUN 1Dam-6pm

•The office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
recently awarded a $241,757
grant to a member of Central's
School of Professional Studies.
Lin Douglas, associate dean of
the School of Professional
Studies, received the gra~t from
the state in December and is now
director of a project to recruit and
retain special education teachers.
The reason for the grant is to
ensure that an adequate supply of
qualified personnel will be
available to meet the future
needs of students with disabilities.
As director, Douglas will
evaluate previous and current
efforts to recruit and retain K-12
teachers and related personnel,
project future personnel needs for
the state, determine how to
recruit effectively over the next
five years, and design research
studies to establish greater
retention rates for the future.
•A Central music performance
major has been awarded an
annual undergraduate scholarship
from Phi Kappa Phi, a national
honor society, and will represent
Central at a regional string
competition this month.
Dave Beck, a junior, received a
$600 scholarship from Central's
PKP chapter. Beck has a 4.0
cumulative grade point average,
is a Presidential Scholar, and has
earned several music honors at
Central.
Beck, who plays the violin.
won the Central Concerto-Aria
audition and was the solo
performer with Central's orchestra in November.
This month, he will travel to
Wyoming to the regional
competition of the Music
Teachers National Wurlitzer
Collegiate String Competition.
Beck studies under Carrie
Rehkopf. an assistant professor.
who teaches violin and viola.
Phi Kappa Phi's objective is the
recognition and encouragement
of superior scholarship in all
academic disciplines.

•Two recent Central graduates
won first place and a Central
faculty member made it to the
finals at the International Textile
and Apparel Association Annual
Conference in November.
Cynthia Breiland and Tammi
Sudderth, who graduated last
June, won two out of six total
student awards at the four-day
con~erence held in White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Breiland, who works at a
Seattle sportswear company, won
top prizes for technical merit for
a hot pink ski jacket and a silklattice work jacket with a skirt.
Sudderth, who works for a
bridal boutique in Seattle, won
the American Wool Council's
award for a reversible Pendleton
wool coat.
Carolyn Schactler, an associate
professor in the home economics
department, made the finals in the
faculty/professional division for a
black Ultrasuede suit and a gold
interlay.
At the conference, 54 students
from the United States submitted
more than 200 entries.
Schactler presented a research
paper on teaching pants fit, and a
project on draping. The draping
project was written by Janet
Hethorn, a Central graduate who
teaches at the University of
California, Davis.
Schactler said Central has made
the finals for the past three years,
but this is the first year they have
taken first place.
•The American Medical
Association's Committee on
Allied Health Education and
Accreditation voted to continue
accreditation of Central's
paramedic program.
The accreditation will be
effective until 1998, when the
committee will re-evaluate
Central' s program.
It comes upon the recommendation of a joint review committee on Educational Programs for
the Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedics, which is
composed of six national medical
colleges.
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KCAT: more polish
Sticky needles, dead goats, sewer grates
needed for new listeners
A woman called officers
Campus police officials
figure out its goals. YIe
University police officers
Tuesday morning to report she
assisted a woman injured in a
provided them with the feedbac
arrested two men from the
pricked her finger on a needle
from,the surveys, and they will
bicycle accident Tuesday
The main concerns mentioned
Tacoma area Jan.-2 for several
while opening the door to an
morning. The woman was riding
soon get their ideas back .tG ... ·•.. · · charges, including theft and.
in the surveys were the type of
us," Webb said.
office in Randall Hall. She
her bike on 18th and Alder
music played, the possible high
possession of marijuana.
"Personally, I think it will be
found a hypodermic needle
streets, hit a sewer grate and
volume of the music in the SUB
On the morning of Jan. 2,
fine."
attached with sculpture wax to
flew over the handlebars to land
pit, and the possible'effects on
officers received two reports of
Tom Kokenge, KCAT the underside of her doorknob.
on the pavement. Officers
the atmosphere of the SUB.
daylight car prowls and stereo
. An investigation is continuing.
transported her to Kittitas
''The music doesn't fit every- .
program director, said he hopes
thefts from the N-19 and G-16
the station can get expanded
one," Webb said.
County Valley
parking lots. A witness
listenership by being heard
KCAT plays mainly alternative
Hospital where she
gave officers a description
every morning by many people
music, but also plays rhythm and
was treated for chin
of a c~ possibly driven by
ih the SUB.
blues, older rock, Christian
injuries and scrapes.
the suspects. By 8 p.m.,
"I think radio is much more
music, rap, reggae and heavy
with the assistance of
_____...____,""'_
metal music, she said.
conducive to studying than
Early Tuesday
Ellens~urg police officers,
watching TV is," Kokenge said.
The level and type of music
morning, officers
the vehicle was stopped.
Both Kokenge and Noesen
will definitely have to be decided
received three
The witness was called
back because you asked for it•.•
said the disc jockeys who will
different reports of
on before the station begins
and made a positive
car prowls in the 0broadcasting, she said.
be broadcasting in the mornings
identification of the car and
will have to be a little more·
19 parking lots. At
She suggested KCAT managethe two passengers, and
4:20 a.m. officers found a car
ment could get together and
professional and polished since
after the two passengers were
Officers were called to-£.arto
decide on programming.
they will probably be heard by
window shattered. Stereo
arrested, the interior of the car
more listeners.
Hall several times between Jan.6
"I think the station needs to
equipment was taken from one
was searched. Officers found a
and Jan.8 for noise violations.
of the cars between 11 :30 p.m.
compact disc player matching the
Two residents were given
and4a.m.
description of one reported stolen
warning tickets at midnight on
that morning ..
Jan. 6. On Jan. 8, one room
One more we couldn't resist....
Steve Rittereiser, chief of Public
received a city noise violation
On Jan. 4, a Kittitas County
Safety and Police Services, said
notice at 1:15 a.m., and at 2:28
Sheriff's deputy apprehended
his officers figured that the two
a.m. another resident received a
two men, 34 and 47, after a
prowls were related by the time
Q. Last year, I worked a regular job but on weekends and evewarning for noise. Also on Jan. 8, resident on East Masterson Roa
and
method
of
entry,
so
they
felt
nings I repaired cars for friends and made $3,700 in extra income.
police were called to Student
said someone wove up, shot and
another stereo part was around.
Do I have to report this extra income?
Village for violations of the noise killed.his goat; and drove away.:
After
securing
a
search
warrant,
A. Yes. It is self-employment income and must be reported. You
ordinance.
·
After searching their vehicle,
officer$ opened the trunk and
figure your taxable amount on Schedule C or C:-EZ (Form 1040),
the deputy found'two rifles and
found
another
stereo
piece,
"Profit or Loss from Business." Compute any self-employment social
Last Thursday night, two
contacted state wildlife agents
linking the suspects to both
security tax on Schedule SE (Form 1040), "Self-Employment Tax."
residents of Alford-Montgomery
about possible poaching. The
crimes.
They
also
found
several
Both schedules are attached to Form 1040 when you file your income
Hall received citations. Both
men were released.
baggies of marijuana in the trunk.
taxes.
were cited for possession of
The two men, both 20, were
marijuana, and one received a
arrested and charged with
Q. I got married.last year. Do I need to notify the Internal Revcitation
for being a minor in
If you've read this far, you
possession
of
stolen
property,
car
enue Service that I changed my name?
,
possession
of
alcohol.
The
probably
realized Campus Cop's
prow
I,
and
possession
of
mariA. If you changed your name because of marriage, divorce or for other
has returne,d to The-Qbserver.
juana. One of the suspects was ·· ·officers reported one indiVidual
reasons, you should immediately notify the Social Security Adminishad a stolen credit card, and was
The decision to allow the colu
also charged with possession of
tration. This will help prevent delays in processing your return and
subsequently charged with
to return was made by a new
marijuana with the intent to
issuing your refund, because SSA notifies the IRS of your change in
possession of stolen property.
editorial board.
deliver.
name. Also, by letting the SSA know of the change, you will safeguard your future social security benefits. If you get a tax return
package with a mailing label, be sure to print your new name on the
label.

From KCAT/ page 1

Campus
Cops

Tax Tips-it's that time
of year again ...

Tax Tips is a compilation of common taxpayer questions selected and
answered by the IRS. Watch for more questions and answers in future
issues.

The Wiiiiam 0. Douglas

LECTURES
in the
HUMANITIES

The William 0. Douglas
Honors College
and
Central Washington
University
present

JOHN R. SEARLE
Philosopher

"CONSCIOUSNESS,
COGNITION, AND_
COMPUTATION"
Thursday January 13
4:00 p.m.
·Grupe Conference Center

Try our 12 oz.
Blizzard®.flavor
treat.
It's on sale.

99¢

Open to the Publlc
No Charge for Admission
John Searle is Professor of Philosophy at the University of
California, Berkley. He is the author of nine books, including
Intentionality: An Essay in the Philosophy of Mind and Minds,
Brains and Science. He is a Rhodes Scholar and the recipient
of a Guggenheim Fellowship as well as many other awards and
honors. Dr. Searle has given well over three hundred lectures
at universities and to professional groups across the United
States and in over two dozen foreign countries. Dr. Searle's
writings include major contributions to the artificial .intelligence
debate (i.e., can machines think?). tlis seminal paper "Minds,
Brains, and Programs" in which he presents the famous Chinese
room parable answers this question in the negative and is the
focus of scores of commentaries.

Expires 1/23/94

WETIUl'YOU llGHT~
At participating Dairy Queen® Stores.

Dairy Queen·• stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon. which benefits local hospitals tor children.
~

AM 0.0. Corp./1991

®

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., AM D.Q. Corp

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
10th & ALDER
WEST INTERCHANGE
925-5542
925,-5442
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OBSERVANCE
Students need to take titne
to remember King's legacy
How righ; C~dric Sanders is to think students would rather go home
on a three-day weekend than celebrate Martin Luther King Jr.'s
· birthday, which we will observe on Monday.
Sanders, minority affairs coordinator for Student Activities, has taken
the time to invite speakers to campus in honor of this holiday, but he
scheduled them for this week because he knows the student mind set
well enough to know few people would attend the talks on Monday.
No one has to remind us to celebrate Christmas or New Year's,
holidays where we get presents and have an excuse to party.
~ut when it comes to Martin Luther King Jr.' birthday, we consider
it just a day off, a day when we don't go to class and professors can't
get upset about it.
We can get caught up on all the things we've been putting off, go home.
or party extra hard the night before because we have a whole day to
sleep it off.
Nowhere have we made time for true observation, reflection or
celebration of this day, even when opportunities surround us.
This holiday was not proclaimed so we could ti:eat it this way.
It was proclaimed because King and his message were considered
important enough to be remembered, important enough to be worthy of
a :federaUegfil-holiday declared in their honor.
King devoted his entire life to achieving equal rights for those wh·o did
not have them. He dreamed of a time when rich and poor, black and
white, have and have-not were undifferentiated.
His famous "I Have a Dream" speech verbalized that dream so the rest
of the nation could share it
The world we live in·is not the one it was when King made that speech,
but we still haven't achieved his dream.
It's no wonder when ·we don't even stop to consider his message once
a year.
Don't let this continue. Don't just read this column, nod solemnly in
agreement and go back to life as you know it.
Wherever you are and whatever you're doing on Monday, take time
to remember why you 're not in class. Better yet, take part in one of the
many activities planned to recognize King.
·

s

LETTERS
Top ten uses
proposed for
primate lab
To theEditor:
Recently I read the letter to the
editor on the "super chimp lab."
While it was a good letter, It lacked
any viable solutions for Central's
funding problems or the plight of
the "super chimps."
I would like to provide some thoroughly researched ideas for the
chimp house and upcoming budget
crunch.
10. Turn the chimp house into a
weekend drunk tank for inebriated
stude·nts found hy police.
9. Lure pro-wrestling syndicate
toCentralbyoffering world's largest cage matches.
8. Hold cattle auction~ in the
chimp house or maybe the Seattle
boat show, along with the Swedish
swim team.

7. Use the monkey bars in the cage

as high-tech gymnastics equipment

chimps of Central as they lead us
into the 21st century.

for Central's gymnastics teams.
6.Teach the chimps . to ride
Rich Kemp
motorcross on the ceiling of the
cage, then lure Big Foot and the
monster trucks to Central.
See LETTERS/page?
5'. Make chimp house into a park- ·
ing garage.
4. Tum chimp house into Native
American-style casino to pay for
student activities.
3. Use as an observation cage for
psychology students to view
the behavior of Central's financial
planning department.
2. Sell chimp lab' to Frazzini's to
make a new sports bar and fun plex.
AND NUMBER ONE ...
1. Instead of buying a new air
conditioner for the dean ~s house,
move him into the chimp cage
where there is natural air conditioning. Then move the chimps to
his old house and let them run the
school. Things could only·get better. We could learn from the super

Close the door on health care fraud; save billions
by Sen. Slade Gorton

Every year, Americans send millions of their hard-earned dollars
through the front doors of hospitals, clinics and doctors' offices,
only to see this money disappear
through the back door.
Medical frnud and abuse is a growing problem within the health care
system, currently accounting for 5
to 10 percent of our total health
care costs. This represents more
than $300 for every man, woman
and child in America. If we hope to
enact meaningful and effective
health care reform, we need to close
the door on health care fraud.
Medical fraud involves deliberate
attempts to bill insurers for unnecessary services or services that were
not provided. This fraud and abuse
increases the cost and lowers the
quality of health care for everyone.

Employers pass increased inslir~
In one of the largest scams, two
.T he scope and complexity of
ance costs onto consumer{through medical fraud is limited only by the brothers established a chain of
higher prices. Employees' insur- imagination of those that intention- mobile clinics across southern Caliance premiums increase while ally engage in these schemes. For fornia. The brothers and their achealth benefits and wages decline. example,somedietclinicspromise complices filed $1 billion in false
Fraud ranges from simple bill- · "miracle cures" while billing in- claims, and collected more than
padding schemes to elaborate "car- surancecompanics for routine tests. . $50 million from government and
tel" operations involving dozens- Some psychiatric group therapy private insurers.
Fraud swindles legitimate paand even hundreds--0f individu- ses-sions include trips to shopping
. malls.
·
tients, generates bad publicity and
als.
Some doctors performing "wave contributes to medical inflation.
The most common type of fraud
involves false claims in which a therapy" walk hy their patients, ·Unfortunately, within the.current ·
health care provider submits a claim wave and then bill the patient's health care system, criminal prosfor medical services the patient insurance company for the therapy ecution of medical fraud cases is
often difficult, and the chances of
never received. Other fraud cases provided.
Among the worst examples of recovering financial losses are miniinclude phrumacists selling patients
generic drugs_but charging name- fraud has included the scams on mal.
Working together, I believe we
brand prices and rraedical supply senior citizens who arc often tarfirms delivering equipment that was geted for "rolling schemes:· in can shut down many of these health
never ordered.
which operators advertise for free care scams. Vigilant and well-inThe majority of physicians, hos- medical testing and screening. Dur- formed consumers can spot and
pitals and other health care provid- ing the visit, the operators obtain prevent fraud.
Some tips can help: avoid giving ·
ers-who do not participate in such Medicaid and insurance informafraud-also fall victim to the few tion and then submit fraudulent important information such as Sowho do participate in fraud claims for procedures that were cial Security, insurance policy or
Medicare numbers to phone solicischemes.
never provided.

, tors claiming free services; carefully review all medical bills to
identify any discrepancies; and
confirm that physicians, nursing
homes and hospitals are properly
certified or accredited.
Tougher enforcement of existing
anti-fraud laws, pooling information on fraudulent activities and
encouraging health care providers
to police themselves through
"whistle-blowing" laws are potential solutions to the problem of
health care fraud.
,.
While some of the problems in
our health care system may be difficult to solve, I believe that we will
be able to stop fraud and abuse
from draining billions of dollars
from our heaith care system.

lJ

Slade Gorton is a
RepubUcan senatorfor
Washington state.
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OP-ED
Answer people find many theories,
, but no concrete answeiS to queries
by Joe Butler and
Dave Phillips
Q. Dear Answer People: I was
watchingTVonenight,andsawan
advertisement for the Ronco Garden Weasel™. It advertised the
tool could be used the basic way,
plus the four pieces could come
apart and be used five more ways.
But in the commercial, it only
showed four ways. It looks like
there are four tools on the Weasel™. So, Answer People, what is
the Jast tool? I need to know.
-AmyR.
A. Good question, Amy. That
got us thinking, too. We came up
with three theories. See which one
you like best.

Ed major
sounds off on
requirements
From LETTERS/page6
To the Editor:
How right Shawna Nelson is about
those awful education department
requirements. That3.0GPArequirement is just killing us! Everyone
knows how hard it is to get an A in
an education claSs!

•The fifth attachment is the handle
itself. It can come apart and you
can hit mice with it.
•The fifth attachment is the whole
mental concept of possessing the
Garden Weasel™, and the psychological satisfaction of having such
a cool tool.
•There is no fifth attachment. You
are obviously more intelligent than
most of the late night viewing audience who couldn't even bother to
count the number of attachments.
What kind of a sucker would buy
one of those things anyway?
Our team of experts did call the
handy 800-number on the screen,
and talked to an operator standing
by. We asked her this question. It
seemed like answer number three
was the closest to the truth.
We hope this helps.
And I really hate it too when I
have to take courses in other departments. They are indeed "of no
interest"-teachers don't need to
know anything ·about the worldand all we get from them are bad
grades! Who needs them?
Besides, if I learn all that other
stuff, I might start to question what
Mommy and Daddy told me. And
then I might even start to read all
those terrible books that thank Goo
some right-minded people have
gotten removed from the school
libraries! Takingotherclassesisn't
just no fun, it's dangerous!
If they really want us to have good

SHOW SOME GOOD FRIENDS AROUND TOWN.

SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES!

Q. Hey, Answer guys, where is
the center of Washington state?
-Joe F.

Make this a summer you'll always remember. You can
earn money while spending the whole summer on
vacation. Join Gray Line of Alaska or Gray Line of
Seattle and show some good friends around town.

A. There are several answers to
this, depending on how you define
"center." If one were to draw an
'X' through a state map, the center
would be somewhere between
Cashmere and Wenatchee. If one
were to draw _a ·+· through the
state, it wouJd be between
RoslynandWenatchee. However,
some wise guy in the Samuelson
Union Building said it's located in
the bushes by Shaw-Smyser.

DRIVER/GUIDES
Gray Line of Alaska and Seattle are subsidiaries of
Holland America Westours, a premier leisure travel
company.

w

Adclre~s

your questions to:
The Answer People
c/o The Observer
. Bouillon 225
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Please include phone numbers. We
reserve the right to edit

We are starting our summer staffing plans right now
and we want to talk to you - if you enjoy working with
people and put the.customer as number 1. You must be
at least 21 years old by March 1st and have an excel..
lent driving record. We fully train all our positions.

E

Join us on campus for our general interest meeting:

6:00pm
Tuesday, January 18th
Grupe Center
Central Washington University

grades and stuff they should let us
take only education courses. Just
because I'm going to be a teacher
doesn't mean I have to think!
And while you'reat it, please get
rid of that nasty, awful test we have
to take to get into the education
program. My stud~nts are the ones
who have to learn to write and add,
not me. I already got through high
school and don't have to do that
stuff anymore.

For more information contact Kim Freier (CWU) at
(509) 963 .. 1519, or Gray Line of Seattle at (206) 626 ..
5216, or Gray Line of Alaska at (206) 281 ..0559.

EOE/AA.
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Steve Bovingdon
A very concerned ed
student
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1993:The year
in pictures
to the Observer

Joe Knox was one of four wrestlers to make It to national

Four sports, 20 individuals participated in playoffs
•
In 1993. For related story, see
page 19
Ken's Auto Wash

. THE

A~~r;,~

r------------------,
: Delicious Non-Fat :
! Frozen Yogurt · !
*4 Flavors to Choose From
:
Regular $2.49/lb.
I
with coupon $1.49/lb.
1

~~--

Deep Pore,
Deep Tissue Cleansing
Facial Treatment: $25

1

:

J
L-----------------*Now accepting BP Cards
Credit same as cash
1013 E. 10th • 925-7920
January 14

°'~

UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL SKIN

~

That's the promise of Matrix Skincare, the exdusive
salon system that steadily releases SI-Complex
moisturizers, hour after hour. Fresh. Uncomplicated.
Remarkably effective. Nothing works harder to
capture firm, radiant, youthful-looking skin. Call today
for a complimentary analysis.

e

..C

Mon - Fri ~
9 am -7 pm
, Open Saturdays

S·K+N·C·A-R·E

MAT RIX
E s s E N r 1A Ls®

Monday Student Day: 925-3159
All Haircuts $2 Off 421 N. Pearl

KIM'S
GEMSTONE
CUTTING

-

(v1SA\

Jewelry repairing
Ellensburg Blues
Reasonable prices

962-3587

111 W. Tacoma

Now toe.a.tad at the corner of- Ma.in and Ta.coma
Ski gloves $3.95
Thinsulate lined ski gloves 30 % off
Ski coats $14.95

·r r

·

j .. ~::,,
x:- ~-~\:;'

RagWool mittens

~~~~!ate lined

fingerless gloves
Rag Wool gioves .~o~. ~.~~
i_.

Face masks
triple layered $9.95

20% off

.

:/

/).

ef
-'->, / /.. .'

Ge1n Faceting
Polishing
Special orders
Fast service
High Quality

::::

'R
l

<

Keep your feet warm! Wool/Thermax blend socks only $6.95 Cotton thermal boot socks 20% off

109 W. 3rd. 925-4900
Open 9- 6 Mon. thru Sat.
noon - 5PM Sunday
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entral sent a large number of competHors to the NAIA_Natlonals last March. They came
way with 23 All-America awards, 15 by the men and eight by the women. The men finshed sixth overall and the women finished seventh.

More pictures from 1993.
For more information, see
the sports section.

David Fiske/ Special to theObserve

Jodi White attempting a klll. The womeris volleyball team
wlll be losing only two seniors from last season. The
team finished 16-16 and made it to the district playoffs.
Senior setter Kris Leidecker was selected to the NAIA
District I first team.

·suya
BRAVO EXPRESS PAGER

HIKERS
by

With 3 Months Air Time
And Receive 3 Months Pager-Linked
· Voice Mail FREE!

Sale ends 1-22~94
MEN'S

(a $30 value)

*Large Eastern Washington service area!
* Low cost state-wide service availablel
* Motorola Pagers in a great variety of
colors and stylesl

AND

WOMEN'S

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.

Expires 3/1 /94

Alonzo Drake, killed 3117191 at
10:53pm on Robbins Rd., Harvest, AL.

Hoinestead Answ-erline

Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?

738 Cascade Way
925-3355

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Announcing... .

'\-\

coffe~S

C\~SS ~cceU.

""or\d- '1-lest
~ortb
A COFFEE DRINK IS ONLY AS GOOD AS THE COFFEE
AND THE MILK THAT GOES INSIDE ... PANACHE AND
WINEGAR'S, AN INCREDIBLE DUO. VISIT WINEGAR'S
UNIVERSl1Y STORE TODAY.

t.
.

WINIGAH

fAMllY DAIRY
ON 18TH AND WALNUT STREET
MADE WITH PMIDE IH WASIUNGIOH
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Ways to recognize and eliminate stress so it doesn't eliminate you
by Lori Leitner
Scene editor
A student sits alone at a desk in
the furthest corner of Central's library.
The sky outside remains dark
and cloudy, but the student doesn't
notice, because he's too busy trying to read 100 pages for the next
day.
This student suffers from stress, a
syndrome every person probably
deals with sooner or later.
Signs of stress include everything
from general irritability to high
pitched nervous laughter to impulsive behavior and emotional instability, according to a page excerpt
from The Stress of Life, by Hans
Freshman Adam Eldridge displays a classic stressed out expression as he attempts to
Selye, M.D.
operate a camera.
Additional signs of stress include
"We have it in our power to react
However, Cole said expression of
pain in the lower back or neck and Kaopuiki said. "I feel like I'm
bouncing off the walls or some- emotions must be done in a respon- to any situation with positive, coninsomnia.
structive, loving thoughts, or to resible way.
Accident proneness, nightmares thing.
She gave an example of someone act with negative, destructive, hos"There's too much work and not
and sweating are other signs of
experiencing anger who might get tile thinking.
stress, as well as pounding of the enough time."
"We can choose to let something
As Kaopuiki and Cole show, rid of this -emotion by beating up
heart and indigestion.
'bug' us, or we can choose to let go
another person.
Constant sighing is how Pat Cole, stress is an afflicition that can
This would not be considered re- of it."
a counselorat Central's Health and interfere with a person's life. HowSelf-talk plays an important role
Counseling Center, knows she's ever, there are solutions available. sponsible behavior, Cole said.
Other ways of dealing with stress in this change of attitude.
Some remedies include cutting
under stress.
The booklet gave an example of
"Isighalot,"said Pat Cole, "My down on the number of stressful include noticing responses to cerconversation doesn't flow as eas- events encountered, such as the tain people and situations, accord- two people, Mr. A and Mr. B, who
number of accepted responsibili- ing to the WestOne Bancorp,Adapt- were both late for an important
ily as it.should.
appointment due to a traffic jam.
ing to Stress booklet..
"I feel like my head is in a fog, like ties, Cole said.
Mr. A's self talk included the fol"Given that 'unfriendly' people,
Getting adequate sleep, eating well
there's a cloud around it."
Other signs of stress include acci- and exercising also help, as well as waiting lines, disappointments, flat lowing:
"'I can't believe it! I've got to
dent proneness, indigestion or yoga and meditation, which take tires, unrealistic deadlines, accidents, and a myriad of other 'prob- make this appointment or I'll be
nightmares, according to the page stress off the body.
Allowing one's self to express lems are a part of daily living, it fired!
excerpt.
"And what with the new house
makes sense to learn how to react
Another sign of stress could be emotions also helps, Cole said.
"We maintain a much healthier to them in such a way that our inner and car payments ... I might as well
hyperactivity, as Kerry Kaopuiki,
20, early childhood education, ex- system if we accept our emotions Peace and Poise are ruffled as in- be dead!"
Mr. B's self talk included the folas normal, and allow free expres- frequently as possible," the bookhibits.
let said.
"I freak out really, really bad," sion of them."

"Oh no! Everyone is going to be
furious if I show up late!
"I'll just have to explain that I
planned my time very carefully,
but was hopelessly caught in this
traffic.
"I'm sure they'll understand; if
they don't, well-I.did my best."
As the situation progressed, Mr.
A became more and more upset
about the traffic jam, while Mr. B
remained calm.
"Getting upset won't get me there
any faster," Mr. B said.
As a result of their individual attitudes, Mr. A arrived at his appointment unprepared and frustrated,
while Mr. B arrived relatively relaxed.
According to the booklet, positive self-talk, such as concentrating on positive aspects of life rather
than negative ones, helps reduce
stress.
Action also helps. For example, if
students worry about a loved one's
health or a major tenn paper, they
can take action by sending a card to
the loved one, and by getting help
with the term paper.
These actions might reduce the
worry connected with these events
and might also reduce the stress
resulting from that worry, the booklet said.
"To reduce stress, we can only
reduce things that are under our
control,andjustcope with the rest,"
Cole said.
Coping techniques include not
only positive self-talk and action,
but also talking to a trusted friend
or colleague about the stress.
Other options include counseling, writing in a diary or log, hugging a willing participant or community stress workshops, sponsored by the YMCA/YWCA.

Biking leads student to Belgium and road racing
by Diane M. Schuirman
Editor-in-chief
Scott Johnston was inspired in
1989 when an American won
the Tour de France.
That inspiration carried him to
Belgium, where he currently is
participating in a student
exchange at the Catholic
University of Leuven in Leuven,
Belgium, located near Brussels.
"I saw the race, and the next
day, I bought a racing bike,"
said Johnston, a senior public
relations major.
"I didn't know a _thing about
racing, but I just went to the
bike shop, and they put me in
touch with a cycling group.
"When I started riding with
them, I couldn't even keep up,
but I just kept riding, and I got
better."
Now he has been road racing
- for four years, a sport much
bigger in Europe than in the
United States.
Road racing_ is a distance sport.
In the United States, races are
10-15 miles long, but in Europe,
they are 50-80 miles long.

Diane Schuirman/The Observer

Scott Johnston
"It's harder in Europe,"
Johnston said.
It was road racing's European
popularity that sparked
Johnston's desire to go to Europe.
"I always considered it something I would do after I finished
sc~ool, but when I came to
Central in 1992, I met someone
who worked at the International
Programs office, and I was

encouraged to apply for an
exchange program," he said.
Johnston chose Belgium
because English is spoken there.
Four months into his exchange,
he describes it as enlightening.
"I'm seeing the world as the
world," he said.
"It's more than just North
America. It's a big world.
"I've done a lot of traveling in
the last four months, and the ·
European countries are all so
close together, yet their cultures
are very different.
"It's not like in the United
States where it's one huge
country.
"Here, if you go to Florida the
culture is still.basically the same.
"There, if you travel IO miles,
you're in a different culture."
Even within Belgium, there are
differences.
"In the northern part, Dutch is
spoken, and in the southern part,
French is spoken," Johnston said.
"English is widely spoken too,
but mostly younger people know
it. It's strange to find that much

See BELGIUM/page 14

Brian Gill/The Observer

Amy Alpine makes Central students laugh in this
irreverent comedy performance. For story, see
page 11.
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COMEDY REVIEW:
From photo on page 10

Central graduate students wed at Husky game

by David Scott Seay
Staff reporter
Central's on-campus
nightclub laughed its way into
the new year with the irreverent comedy of Chris and Amy
Alpine Jan. 7.
The Seattle co-hosts of
Seattle television KTZZ's
"Standing Room Only" packed
the nightclub to beyond
capacity, forcing some
students to remain standing for
the entire 90 minute performance.
It was worth it. Amy's
opening routine instantly
established a rapport with the
audience and quickly filled the
room with laughter.
Her sarcastic but witty
comments on the nature of
men and women. many about
her husband, Chris, kept the
audience entertained.
Then Chris stepped up to the
microphone and the laughter
never stopped.
His comedy routine ran from
one amusing comment to
another, leaving the audience
just enough time to catch i~
breath before the next joke.
The ten-year comedy veteran
amused and abused the
audience by making fun of
students and their majors,
keeping the routine spontaneous. For instance, he teased
geography majors in the back
of the room by asking them if
they knew where they were.
The evening was worth the
75 cents admission, (50 cents
if you brought a friend).
Jeff Tate, 24, elementary
education, proclaimed it "a
good change from the
Ellensburg bar scene."
Central's nightclub also
provides entertainment with
Papa John's performances on
Wednesday nights and will be
open for line dancing on Jan.
22.

Avalanche safety:
This basic knowledge
might keep you alive

by Diane Schuirman
Editor-in-chief
It all started more than five years
ago with a personals ad in the
Willamette Weekly ending "No
religious fanatics. Elvis worshippers OK."
That's how Patrick and Noreen
Ryckman met.
They were married Dec. 20,
1993, during hal.l-time of the
Washington vs. Cincinnati
women's basketball game at Hee
Edmunson Pavilion in Seattle.
The Ryckmans, both Central
graduate students working on their
education certification, said they
wanted an alternative to the traditional church wedding.
"My first choice was to be married at a go-cart track with
bullhorns across the track, but
that had been done,'' Patrick said.
One other obstacle limited these
two avid women's basketball fans.
"We wanted a December wedding, but the first weekend that
month was the one before finals,
the next was the one after finals,
and the last two were Christmas
and New Year's," Noreen said.
"That left only Dec. 20, and we
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Wed at a Husky game
pose for the camera.
already had I ickets to the game."
PaLrick said. "We figured. 'Why
wasle good tickets?'"
So Noreen called the pavilion and
asked if they could be married during half-time.
lt was pretty easy," she said.
'They had to check with a few
people, and they wanted to know if
it would be a religious wedding,
but there was really no problem."
Pa1rick said, "It was run just like
any other half-time show. Our immcdia1e families sat on the Husky
bench, and the fans really got into
it.
'That's what was most surpris-

ing. Usually tlle crowd gets a hot
dog or goes to the bathroom, but
everyone stayed in the stands, and
when Noreen came out in her
wedding dress they were on their
feet cheering.
"People really went out of their
way for us.
"We've received videos, photos,
all kinds of stuff. People are still
coming up to us saying, 'Aren't
you the ones who got married at the
game?"'
Aside from when and where they
were married, the Ryckmans describe their wedding as "pretty normal."

castrol

Noreen wore her mother's wed
ding dress, and Patrick wore a tux
edo for the second time in his li£
A judge performed the ceremony
How did their parents feel abou
a half-time wedding?
"My mother had been wanting
me to get married for a long time
so she was just happy we were
doing it," Patrick said.
"She didn't care where."
Noreen's parents had a few
reservations, but they didn't
interfere with the arrangements,
she said.
"Once they saw how well
received it was, then it was fine.'
Noreen said.

ALL AFRICAN-AMERICAN
HAIR CARE SERVICES*
WITH EDDIE.

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
FLUID
CHANGE
SPECIAL

$50FF
Oexron-e>-llE Mercon<!!

Type F
Expires 2/1/94

*INCLUDES CURLS, RELAXERS,
COLORS Be PRECISION CUTS
THROUGH THE .MONTH OF JANUARY.
•Free Bang & Neck Trim In Between Services.

ifi~--

Premium quality transmission fluid engineered to provide
excellent protection against viscosity breakdown and extend
transmission life.
~
The right choice for virtually
(
any transmission application.
~

~

1102 CANYON RD

925-1665

A lone skier glides along a
sunny slope, never suspecting
his/her movement can cause an
avalanche.
Avalanches can happen
anytime there is a significant
amount of new snow, a recent
report said.
High hazard areas are typically steep rocky slopes, and
anywhere along the mid-slope,
according to the report.
The safest routes include
traveling on ridgetops slightly
on the windward side, which is
the side the wind blows from.
The report also said to stay
away from overhanging masses
of snow and ice.
Many sports, such as running
snowmobiles, gliding on skis,
or walking on snow shoes can
all trigger an avalanche.
According to the report, the
best way to avoid avalanches is
to know when and how they
occur, and stay out of the way.

Keystone 1/2 case
Reg./Light

$4.49
--~

Santita's 14 oz.
Tortilla chips

$1.19

Checl< out our services
Videos • Mon. all are 99(
WondeRoast chicken
Espresso • with daily specials
Deli• fresh sandwiches, salad & soups
Postage sta ps

Snapple 16 oz. 69¢

15 flavors to choose from

8th & Chestnut
expires 1/20/94
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Cruise through your world with .o ur
"Right Card" VISA at just 10.9%*

MOVIES, MUNCHIES
...EVEN BOOKS
AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.

WHAT'S HAPPENING

Your passport to a great rate, convenience, and adventure!
Apply for the "Right Card" by March 1st, and not only will you be getting a
great VISA card, you also will be automatically entered in our
SAS/WSECU "Midnight Sun Travel Sweepstakes~"** You may win a
trip for two to Copenhagen, Oslo, and Bergen; a trip for two to Las Vegas;
or a cruise for two along Alaska's Inside Passage. With our 10.9%*
"Right Card" VISA, you're already a winner!
·
Call toll-free 1-800-562-0999 and ask for the Service Center

SAVE LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MONEY.·

ii

DONATE PLASMA
AND EARN UP TO

Close to Eden (1992) will be
shown at -7 p.m. Jan. 16 at
McConnell Auditorium as part of
the Classic Film Series. Close to
Eden explores the conflict
between tradition and progress by
focusing on a Mongolian sheep
and horse herder who is determined to preserve his ancient
heritage.
The film also focuses on the
herder's wife, who would like to
move forward into the future, and
the Russian truck driver who
befriends them.
Close to Eden was the winner of
the Gold Lion Award at the
Venice Festival. It was directed
by Nikita Mikhalkov in Russia, is
106 minutes long, and is unrated.

WASHINGTON STATE

~ EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION
}our mlf11ralfi1w11<:wl resource

$145/month.
Donating plasma is a great way to make extra spending money. And
it helps provide vital medical products. Burn and shock victims;
surgery patients, and persons with hemophilia all depend on plasma
products.
Giving plasma is safe, easy to do and very rewarding. You
can donate between classes or make donating a fund raiser for your
student organization. For more information, call or come in to our
plasma center today.

lHERAP~)Rtl~

EXTEN OED
HOURS

Mon. thru Thur. a:ooam-8:00pm
Friday
8:00am-5:00pm
Sat. & Sun.
8:00am-4:00pm
26 S. 2nd Street • Yakima, WA
!

\

You could win a trip for two to Copenhagen and two other
destinations when you sign up for our "Right Card" VISA**

~

~
~

~

Jan. 15th 8:00 - 10:00 PM

'
....
''

....~
....~
....~
....~

Sales

Brett Lovins

Born and raised in Yakima, Brett now tours exten....-~ sively throughtout Washington and Oregon. He
.... plays a very unique style of folkish music. He will be
.... promoting his new tape "The Fifteen Fifty-Five."
~

*
Service

~
~

'

*
Supplies

~

'

Kittitas Valley's center for all your.computer needs!

N

~

networks - software - printers

-~

Open Mon. - Sat. 9 to 8, Sun. 1 to 4
~-..... ~,,,~ ......... ..... ~-·..... ""'

'........

,..

~

::I

~

962-2490

------------------OFF

All Software

+

FOR STUDENTS

OFF

Literature
Demonstrations
Local Artist Shnwing
Free Chair Massages
Massage Ra.ffle - Ticket Drawing
Clnss Sign-Ups: Yoga. Massage, Meditation/Prayer

ASHER
FLUID

Computer Central Exp 1/31/94

-------------------Printer Supplies
(Ribbons, Toner, Paper)

Computer Central Exp 1/31/94

--------------------

FREE

Paper with purchase
of any Printer
Computer Central Exp 1/31/94

-------------------

+

Saturday, January the 15th
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Third &Water -- tn the old Dairygold BuHding

ClixMouse

-10% OFF

CONFERENCE

Hollstlc Health Care • Rawans' Badymlnd Therapy
Massage. Hatba Yoga. & tounsellng

Computer Central Exp 1/31/94

--------------------

200 E. 4th, 962-2375

GRAND OPENING

412 North Main, Ellensburg, WA 98926

10%

Between Jan. 6 ·and Jan. 30, the
work of Central Art Professor
Cynthia Krieble will be shown at
the Linda Hodges Gallery in
Seattle.

....~
0\

$2

Between Jan. 4 and Jan. 28, the
Modem American Masters .
Collection can be seen at the
Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery.
This exhibition of prints has
been chosen by museum and
gallery professionals from across
the United·States and includes
everything from James Dine to
Sol Lewitt.

'''........
'........

....~
....~

C()mputer- Centr-al

/

•-see your
local branch
for complete
rules &
restrictions.

....~
....~

457-7878

o~

•Rates and
tenns subject
to crumge.

TIRE
CHAINS

WINTER
BLADES

AS LOW AS

$27.95

---------

WALKING CLASS

$1.79
GAL.
While Supplies Last

Keep a set in your
trunk for safety's sake.

AS LOW AS

_____ $4.69

Receive a FREE Ice Scraper With Any Purchase.
Only redeemable with this coupon.

l~as1:rc. ar~I
l~-----~,

All offers expire

Kittitas Valley Auto Supply Inc.
100 N. Main St.

Mon - Sat 8 am - 8 pm

962-9876

The application deadline is Feb.
l4. 1994 for the 1994 JapanAmerica Student Conference,
which will be held July 21
through Aug. 21, 1994, in North
Carolina, Washington, D.C .• New
York City, and Seattle.
The conference attracts 80
participants from Japan and the
United States.
It includes an intensive exchange of opinions on issues of ·
concern to students in both
societies.
The conference is open to any
full-time university student who
is a United States citizen or who
has permanent residence status.
For more information, contact:
Japan-America Student Conference Inc., 606 18th St. N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20006.

1/31/9

~ ..
~

.

;1

~

Sunday 9 am - 5 pm

An adult walking class. made
possible by the continuing
education division of Central,
started Jan. 3 and ends March 10.
The class meets from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m. on Monday~, Tuesdays and
Thursdays in Nicholson Pavilion.
The fee is $15. according to a
news release by Robin Love,
information specialist for
University Relations ..
Although the class started on
Jan. 3, interested people can join
at anytime, provided they pay the
$15 fee, by check only.
Jan Boyungs, associate
professor and fitness director in
the physical education department, will be instructing the
class.
There will be no walking classes
Jan. 17 or Feb. 21.
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Disneyland provides excitelllent, handsome strangers and Illassive crowds
by Lori Leitner
Scene editor .

Tigger pretended to pick nits
out of my hair.
A stranger leaned his head on
my shoulder.
I dealt with the massive throes of
over a million people in confined
spaces.
These are just some of the experiences I had while traveling to
Disneyland over winter break with
my family.
As my family and I forged forward into Disneyland, the massive crowds force~ us to cling to
each other's coats to avoid separation.
After our first day in this fantasy
land, we learned that survival depended on having a superb sense
of humor.

For example, one night our group
decided to dine in Goofy' Kitchen
with the Disneyland characters. We
met Tigger, who pretended to pick
nits out of my hair.
When I loudly proclaimed, "I
DON'T HA VE NITS!" he jumped
back in shock. However, he recovered quickly by trying to eat my
family's food.
After meeting Tigger, my family
and I were in a happy-go-lucky

s

mood, until we received the bill
for dinner. It was over $75 for the
four of us eating buffet. ·We decided Goofy' s Kitchen was a good
one-time experience, but we would
not return.
Another example of using one's
sense of humor in Disneyland was
when we decided to see
Disney land's shortened version of
the movie "Beauty and the Beast."
At "Beauty and the Beast," a
family was sitting behind us with
many small children.
One particular small boy kept
yelling that he couldn't see.
He scrambled for many different
positions, until Mom and I, who
were sitting shoulder to shoulder,
found his head perched on top of
our shoulders.
I looked down to see a gentle,
unassuming face with huge, brown
eyes.

and
ox
eauty

If you're
gonna do it
naked, don't
be fully
exposed!!

Prof~sional1fau. 'Dtsigntrs

Wear a
Condom!

January
Perm
Special:
10% OFF

ALL
PERMS

Complete Hair Care For Men & Women

Redken * Nexxus * Paul Mitchell * Joico

708 E. 8th (at the Plaza)

925-2177

He reminded me of a child on
those save the third-world children commercials.
Mom chatted with him for a
while, until he decided he could
find better vintage places elsewhere.
Although I enjoyed Disneyland,
thereal fun came when we headed
home. We were overhead Portland at 11:59 p.m. on New Year's
Eve.
Our pilot had announced previously that his name was Fred
Flints tone, and his first in command was Barney Rubble. The
stewardesses were his wife, exwife, and mistress.

Fred began the New Year's
countdown at 45 seconds, while
everyone.e lsejoinedinsomewhere
around 15 seconds.
When New Year's Eve came,
wethrew confettianddrankchampagne.
I came off the plane looking like
a reject from "Animal House."
The most valuable lesson I
learned on vacation was to slow
down and enjoy everything.
I took time to be by myself, away
from my family, and I also tried
to keep myself well-fed. I didn't
rush, and I feel I had a much
better time because of this philosophy.

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
June 1

August 3.

I Presentthiscouponand~eceive I ·
I
I
1

Deluxe Cheeseburger 1

:

with fries

:

I

2 for $5.00

I

L~~ire~-31-9~~~o4Rmon~_J

315 N. Main

Both of these cost about $30 amonth,
buto~meswith programs you can actually use.

Cable TV. 65 channe/,s of reruns, game shows and soap operas.

Now, when you choose a qualifying Macintosh®or PowerBook®
computer, you'll not only get Apple's new, lower prices. You'll also
get seven popular software programs included for tbe same low
price. These programs will help you manage your finances, schedule your time and entertain your friends (the software alone has
-

The Appte· Macintosh LC 520
now comes with seven incredibly useful programs. What a package.

a combined SRP of $596*). And, when you qualify for the new Apple
Computer Loan, the entire package shown here costs about $30t a
month. So, for high-quality programming, turn on a Macintosh
or PowerBook. It does more. It costs less. It's that simple .
Introducing The Great Apple Campus Deal
•

®

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

Contact Monte Bisson at the
University Store • 963-1359
©1993 Apple Computer Inc. ,.J// rigbts reserred. ,.ipple. tbe ,.ipple logo. .l/11ci11/osb and Poll'erBoolt are registered trademarks ofAfJple Computer. /11c. AppleCD is a trademark ofApple Computer. Inc. 'Based on the combined Suggested Re/ail Prices (SRI') of!be products in The Campus Soj/u are
SP/ for .llac111/osb as of October I. 1993. Soj/1mre 1s 1101 included i11 tbe orig111al product packaging as shoun ill Ibis ad Bui you 1ci/l rece1te these same soj/U'are prof{rams man integrated package from Apple. 1llo11thll' payment is 1111 estimate based 011 m1 Apple Computer Loan al
$1.888.59 for !be llaci11tosb r.r: 520 5180 (1tilh i11ter11a/ ,.ipplecD· 300i CD-RO.II drire. Apple Keybomrl II and mouse) ~l~lem sbo1t11 abate Price and loan amo11111 are based 011 AfJples estimate of higher eduwtion prices as of October 21. 1993. All computer system prices. loan amounts
mid 111011/b(r p1(1·111e11ts mar mrr See your Apple Ci1111pus Rese/lerfm· wrre11t ,1yste111 prices. ,.i 5.)'!;, loan origi11alio11 fee uill be added to the requested loan amount Tbe interest rate is mriable. based on the commercial paper rate plus 535%. For the 111011tb of Octobt>r 1993. the interest
rate 11'(/S H.51"'"· with m1 APR of 98mo. 8·ye(/r /o(/11/er1111tilb110 prepay111e111 pe1111/tr. The 111011/h(rpc(JWent sbo1t11 emumes 110 deferment ofprincipal or interest (deferment u·ill c/Jangeyour 111011/b(r pc~1·me11ts}. The Apple Computer loan is subject to ow/it approml
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What are your New Year's resolutions?
"I haven't really thought about
those things, because the new
year is continuing from last year.
I'm trying to be better all the ·
time. I don't make annual
upgrades."
Hyung Kim, 21, flight technology
major

"To do better in school, write
more letters to friends, and watch
more TV, such as 'Beavis and
Butthead. "'
Becky Knowlen, 18, undecided
major

"To be more wise with my
money, so I'm not broke all the
time, and to go to class more than
once a week."
Heidi Thomas, 18, elementary
education major

''To take one step forward instead
of two steps back."
Leanna Gadberry, 21, public
relations major

"To do better in classes."
Joe Lenney, 19, flight technology
major

BELGIUM: Student
describes differences

..When my landlord found out I
was an American, he thanked me
for our help during the war,"
Johnston said.
Johnston's travels have made
him miss the United States,
though.
"I had a little time over my
winter break and I couldn't
decide where to travel to," he
said.

"My family visited me over
. Christmas, and I don't think I
realized until then that I did
miss home.
"I decided to come back for a
couple weeks, to see my friends
and also to confirm my credits
were transferring.
"It's a great experience,
though," Johnston said.
"I'm looking forward to going
back.
"The pace of life is slower
there.
"The people are relaxed and
they don't rush around trying to
get things done.
"They just assume they will
get done."
Everything is smaller in
Belgium, too.
"The houses are smaller, the
rooms are smaller even the

packages food comes in are .
smaller," Johnston said.
"Things are very minimal.
"Students don't have telephones or televisions, the
computers are outdated and
there are few fax machines.
"It was frustrating at first.
"I've had to approach things
with an open mind," he said.
"The application process took ,
about six months, and I wasn't
sure I wanted to go.
"I finally decided the reasons
to go were more important than
the reasons to stay, and things
that were really important here
would wait," he said.
"It's definitely been worth it."
Johnston will return to
Belgium Jan. !5. His exchange
ends in July.

rom BELGIUM/page 10

\HEY!
TAX RETURNS .
ARE DUE

difference in a country the size
of western Washington."
_World War II is also remembered in Belgium.

Ellensburg
lV(usic .Shoppe~

IF YOU'RE

SMAR.rT, ~-

We still have the
lowest prices, Period.

vou'LL DO 'EM!

213

w. 4th.

925-9349

INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM
WINTER SPORTS
REGISTRATION OPEN UNTIL JAN 21

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
B
FEE $40.00

A

r~........."s

ALPHA
6:00 PM WOMENS "W"
7:00 PM MENS 6' & UNDER "B"
8:00 PM JF.UJLJL
9:00 PM MENS 6' & UNDER '.'D"

BETA
6:00 PM
7:00PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

MENS 6' & UNDER "A"
MENS OPEN "X"
MENS 6' & UNDER "C"
MENS OPEN "Z"

Limited to the first eight (8) teams

ALPHA AND BETA DAYS ARE
BASED ON A ROTATION OF
AVAILABLEGYM DATES

VOL,L.EY'BAL.L.
FEE $40.00
ALPHA

BETA

8:00 PM CO-ED "L"
9:00 PM CO-ED "M"

8:00PM CO-ED "N"
9:00 PM CO-ED "O"

Limited to the first six (6) teams
,

~MUST MAINTAIN

A 4.5 SPORTSMANSHIP RATING TO PLAY IN LEAGUE AND MUST HAVE A

_FQ! ~~.Y.0~ _________ - _

!,!N_M.._.!~~G...QF...§.5 0,!_li!_G~'!Q g!JAf.!EY

MANDATORY MANAGERS MEETING JAN 19 ·
NPAV 117 5:00PM

/

,·

.

SIGN UP AT SUB 212 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM .
NOW UNTIL JAN 21
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 963-3512

~

i

DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER
962-2570
Linder Chiropractic Center
.

'.

1011 N. Alder... next to cam us

llU

CORE™
GAME CARTRIDGE

NOT INCLUDED
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SPORTS
Central nlen slanl St. Martin's, 96-69
Ryan Pepper, Willie

Thomas score 19
by P.aul Williams
Sports Editor

After a 20-point loss to Seattle
University. the Central men's basketball team hoped to turn things
around against the University of
St. Martin's.
With hot shooting on the offensive end and a relentless defense
they did just that, biowing away
the Saints 96-69 last Saturday night
at Nicholson Pavilion.
Head Coach Gil Coleman attributed the blowout to playing hard
the whole game.
"I think the biggest key was we
playedhardfor40minutes. Against
Seattle we played hard for about 25
or 30 minutes," Coleman said.
Junior guard Chico King
said,"We came together out there
today. We played a lot more as a
team than we did against Seattle."
For the game the Wildcats shot
53 percent from the field and 39
percent from beyond the three-point
line. In the meantime they held the
Saints to 36 percent from the field
St. Martin's only suited up seven
players for the game due to player
suspensions, injuries and academic
ineligibility.
Ryan Pepper and Willie Thomas led Central ·with 19 points

apiece. Bryan Silver added 14. St
Martin's Cli?t Bailey led all scorers with 21 points.
Central out-rebounded St.
Martin's by a47-34 margin, led by
the eight rebounds of Jeff Lewis.
Redd Pepper had seven rebounds
and nine points.
The Wildcats, who only trailed
once in the ballgame, pulled away
in the sec9nd half with a 21-9 run
making the score 67-43. A fullcourt press which turned up the
tempo of the game was the key.
''I think it's (the up-tempo style)
something we'll probably do a bit
more of," Coleman said The fullcourt press caused 23 Saint turnovers and the Wildcats stQle the
ball six times.
Central led at halftime 45-32,
shooting a red-hot 56 percent from
the field in the first half. The 96
points is their highest output of the
season so far.
With the win, Central improved
its record to four wins and 10 losses,
1-1 in league. However, many of
those lo~es have come against
NCAA foes, including a setback to
NCAA Division I team Weber
State.
"I think we're a little bit better
than a 4-10 team. Realistically we
should be about 7-7, we lost a
couple at the beginning of the year,"
Coleman said; "Tonight was only
the second time this year we've
had all 11 guys ready to go," he
added.
Next up for the Wildcats is a trip
to Hawaii where they will face two

opponents. Tomorrow they take on
the University of Brigham Young
at Hawaii and face off with Hawaii
Pacific Sunday. Then the Wildcats
will return home, hosting Simon
Fraser Jan. 20.
"I guess one of the teams we will
be playing is in our division so it
would be good to come away with
a couple of wins," King said ,
The early-season schedule,
which has seen Central travel to
Utah, Las Vegas and now Hawaii,
could serve as a measuring stick for
the Wildcats.
"I think in the long run, if we get
this thing turned around, it (the
early-season schedule) will be a
benefit because we've faced a lot
of adversity and teams who faced a
lot of adversity usually do well
come playoff time," Coleman said.
"They (the long road trips)
helped us out a lot They brought us
together as a team," King said.
After losing the first seven
games, Central has won four of
their last seven and is gearing up
for the league schedule.
"If we keep playing the way we
are I see us somewhere around third
or fourth (in league). If we come
together and get a little bit of momentum going I think we'll challenge," Coleman said.
"We're starting to pull together
right now," King said.
CENTRAL 96, ST. MARTIN'S
69

ST. MARTIN'S (69)
Ferguson 5-8 6-7 16, Malloy 05 6-8 6, Bailey 9-23 2-4 21, Spivey
1-4 3-5 5, Abbott 2-10 4-6 8,
Murphy-Varney 2-6 1-2 7, Reese
3-5 0-0 6. Totals 22-61 22-32 69.
CENTRAL (96)
Rockwood 1-1 0-0 2, Ryan Pepper 8-130-019, Venters3-61-27,
Lewis3-60-06, Thomas7-105-10
19,Callero2-40-06,King 1-23-3
5, Evans4-8 0-09, Silver 5-113-4
14, Wright 0-2 0-0 0, Redd Pepper
3-6 3-4 9, Haggard 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 37-70 15-25 96.
Halftime: Central 45, St. Martin's
32
Three-point goals- St. Martin's 317 (Murphy-Varney 2-5, Bailey 19, Malloy 0-1, Abbott0-1,Reese 01), Central 7-18 (Ryan Pepper 3-6,
Callero 2-4, Evans 1-4, Silver 1-3,
Redd Pepper 0-1),Rebounds-Central 47 (Lewis 8), St. Martin's 34
(Spivey 9). Assists• Central 15 (4
with 3), St. Martin's 9 (Reese 4).
Blocked Shots- Central 2 ( Ryan
Pepper,Thomas) Fouls-Central 29,
St Martin• s 19. Fouled out-Malloy,
Evans, Haggard.
WILDCAT NOTF.S:
The rivalry with Western Wash- ·
mgtoncontinues when Central travels to Bellingham. Central has faced
the Vikings five times in the last
calendar year, defeating them all
five times. As of Jan. 12, the Vikings were 11-3 and ranked 24th in
NAIA Division Il. They host the
University of Puget Sound ora Jan.
27. Tip-off is scheduled for 7 p.m.

Dave FiskeJSpecial to the Observer

Terry Evans takes It up strong. The 6-3 Junior from Phll•
delphla, Penn., Is one of many new faces on the Wiidcat
roster this season. Central's next league game will be
against Simon Fraser on Jan. 20 at Nicholson Pavlllon.
Tip-off Is set for 7:30 p.m.

Schick Super Hoops corning_
to Nicholson Pavilion Feb 12
They're changing the face of
basketball in Ellensburg, and
there's a lot more at stake than
the next game.
Not only do you get the title
of national champions, but
plaques, Reebok athletic shoes,
Schick Super Hoops t-shirts, and
NBA-licensed merchandise by
Starter. All you have to do is get
together with two of your
buddies and enter the Schick
Super Hoops three-on-three
basketball tournament
For the 10th year, Schick,
along with the NBA and the
National IntramUrat-Recreational Sports Association, is
putting on a nation~ide collegiate basketball tournament.
Over 250,000 college students
from 800 schools and enlisted
Naval Reservists from several
military bases.

On Feb. 12, Nicholson
will be hosting firstround action of this tournament
The tournament has four rounds.
The first round consists of
tournaments held on college
campuses and military bases.
'Each winning team advances to
the second round and one of 22
regional tournaments. Then for
the winners it's on to the thi.rc>
round, where you compete in a
nearby NBA arena for the right
to go to the finals, the Schick
Super Hoops National Championships at an NBA arena.
All who participate on Feb.12
receive free samples of Schick
ST and Schick Personal Touch
razors.
For more information about
the three-on-three tournament,
cootact the Central Intramural
Sports office at 963-3512.
Pavilio~
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Davis qualifies ·for p.ationals
Women sweep Linfield,
Lewis and Clark College;
men gain split
by Paul Williams

·committee Ope'iiings !
We need YQY. for committees. Committees provide great
experience to you while at Central. If you would like

is holding their

'94 Top Ten C_
ollege Women

·.Competition
These women are chosen nationwide. In order to
qualify, a Central student must be of junior status and
a positive representative of CWU! The competition is
judged by the following criteria:

Creative Arts/Communication/Humanities
Science and Technology/Health
Politics/International Relations
Business and Economics/Entrepreneurship
· Public Service

Sports Editor

The Central men's and
women's swim teams took on
Linfield and Lewis and Clark College Friday and Saturday. Led by
Carianne Davis, the women won
both meets while the men broke
even, defeating Lewis and Clark
but losing to Linfield.
"I was pretty pleased with how
they swam. It was a good meet for
us," Head Coach Lori Clarlc said.
Davis qualified for nationals in
two events, the 200 and the 500meter freestyle as the women's
team took home seven first-place
finishes. JulieJohnson (1000-meter
freestyle),LeahGilland(200-meter
individual medley), Annette Harris 000-meter butterfly) and Lisa
Haley (100-meter freestyle) all
took first in their respective events.
The men were led by Jon Stemp
and Kris Kluthe. Stemp swam to a
victory in the 500-meter freestyle
and finishe~ second in the 200meter freestyle with an impressive
time of 1:49.13.
"For Jon to swim under 1:50 at
this point in the season is pretty
good," Clarlc said.
Kluthe took first in the 100meter breaststroke with a time of
1:04.()()

"The distance swimmers swam
real well which was nice. Both

¥

Linfield and Lewis and Clark have
beaten us in districts and nationals
the last two years and to be close to
them is encouraging," Clark said
"Carianne Davis had a real good
meet. She had some really good
times. Jon Stemp also did well,"
Clark said.
"I have a good feeling that we
are on the right track," Clark said.
The swim teams will have some
timeoffbeforetheirnextmeet. They
will hos~ the Central Quadrangular
at 4 p.m. Jan. 21 at th~ pool.
Whitworth and Whitman, along
with Evergreen State, will be at the
meet.
The men's team sits at 3-2 while
the women are now 2-3 in dualmeet competition.
WILDCAT NOTES: This is the
debut of the Central Quadrangular
and the competition will be intense.
Whitworth brings " a pretty strong
team and has a lot of good freshmen," Clark said.
Whitman and Evergreen State
are not quite as strong, but Whitman
has a lot of girls on their team and
Evergreen State has a very talented
men's breaststroker.
The following meet will be in
Tacoma against Pacific Lutheran
the next day. The swimmers host
two more meets, one of which is the
District I and II Champion ships Feb.
17,18 and 19. The other is on Feb.
11 against the University of Puget
Sound
In the Central-Linfield meet,
Linfield took nine of 11 first-places.

""L sT,. ,.

uo

April 20

Is 10% OFF Fridays at

It's happening in the SUB!
Nightclub!
Multi-programming events such as:
•Papa Johns
• Comic relief
•Dance Club

p;,'I,!ess.
.

. ,,,,,,, SfllJWS

11le /JntlSlom'Hbdh TalkfnKAbout..

With current student ID
Open Mon- Fri 8 to 9, Sat 8 to 7, Sun 10 to 6

* exaudes Alcohol, Tabacco, Firearms and perscriptions
1

• hors d'oeuvres
• non-alcoholic

Name?

<..

win!
It you name the nightclub you'll gain:
• Instant fame & admiratiqn
• Free admiss.ion to all events for the entire
quarter!
The CWU nightclub is located in the SUB south
cafeteria. (Where the sold-out shows of Mike Neun
& The Trenchcoats played!)

XJPTI'T.91S 'VYLLL'E'Y
OiI~OP'l(!Jl.CIIC
502 9l ~'l113'Y
'E££'E'}.{S'B'l19?.Jj, 'W!Jl. 98926
(509)962-9796 .
£ocatetf: 1 6Coc~9f9rtli ofSafeway

;
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Requa,Vose qualify for the national meet at PLU Invitational
by Paul Wiiiiams
Sports editor

The Central wrestling team
faced some pretty tough
competiton last week. Last Thursday the Wildcats hosted perrenial
power Southern Oregon inadualmeet and traveled last Saturday
to Tacoma to wrestle in the PLU
Invitational.
Despite losing the dual meet
andonlyhavingthreepeopleplace
at the invitational, two more wrestlers qualified for nationals. Chad
Requa, who wrestles in the 129poundclassalongwithJason Vose
· (190) qualified by placing high
enough at the meet This brings
the total of Central wrestlers
bound for nationals to three, with
177-pounderErik McDowell having already qualified earlier in
the season.
The dual meet against Southern Oregon started off very promising. The score after the 158poundmatch stood at nine apiece.
However, Southern Oregon, by
virtue of two majority decisions
and injury defaults brought the
score to 24-9.
" I expect them (Southern Oregon) to be in the top three as a
team in the nation," said Assistant Coach Eric Idler.
The meet started off with a
great match at ll8 pounds between Jason Baril and Southern
Oregon 'sJon Thomas. The match
wasn't decided until overtime

when Thomas scored a two-point
takedown to win 6-4.
''1be 118-pound match, which
we could have very easily won, we
lost to that guy 7-2 last time we
wrestled them," Idler said.
Requa made short work of his
opponent in the 126-pound match.
He won by pinfall with 25 seconds
to go in the first round.
"He had his head underneath
my right arm and I ducked under
his right arm and doubled upon the
leg and turned him over," Requa
said.
"I didn't expect it to be a fall so
that was a great plus for us," Idler
said.
An ankle injury hampered Joe
Knox's effort in the 134-pound
match as he was on the short end of
a 5-4 score.
"I think he out-wrestled the guy
but it didn't show up on the
scorecard," Idler said.
Brett Lucas, despite a bad right
knee, dominated his match at 142pounds~ The junior from Spokane
won by a 10-3 count.
·

''1bey had a different guy in there
than I expected at 142, butBrettLucas
did a great job to beat him," Idler said.
The highlight of the meet was the
matchup at the 150-pound weight
class. Central' sJasonStevenson, who
has more wins than any other Central
wrestler, faced Southern Oregon's
Matt McDowell. McDowell is the
defending national champion at 150
pounds in NAIA division II and he
showed why with a 10-4 decision.
"Jason wrestled a great match but
just got overpowered. He's going to
be a 142-pounder so he's a little bit
smaller to begin with," Idler said.
From there it was all Southern
Oregon as they won the remainder of
the matches ..}:rikMcDowell's match
was cut short when he re-injured a
knee. It turned out to be a bruise but he
was held out of the invitational for

and if we can wrestle as tough
Saturday as we did today, I think
we can come out with quite a few
place-winners," Idler said.
In the tournament Requa won
his weight class, pinning his opponent just 43 seconds left in the
first round in the finals.
At 142 poWlds, Steve~son
placed third and at 190 pounds,
Vose and Andy Boe placed third
and fourth respectively. Vose
earned a trip to nationals because
a junior-college wrestler placed
first In each weight division the
top two wrestlers from four-year
schools qualified for nationals.

Those weren't the only great
performances of the day. "Buril at
118 had a good performance, but
lost some really tight matches and
at 148 Adam Scanlan wrestled
tough. He wrestled a lot better Saturday," Idler said.
This Saturday they travel to ·
Clackamas, Oregon for the
Clackamas Invitational.
"I can see the places they have
needed work and they are making
improvements in those areas. If
they keep improving they should
do well come districts and
nationals," Idler said.

,...---------------------~
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This is Real!
The New Air Force ROTC
GUARANTEED Scholarship

to cash:
·Any Academic Major with a Minimum 2.5 GPA
• Must pass a Physical Examination and Air Force Qualifying
Test
·AGE: Max of 25 ·upon commissioning (June 30, 1996)
(Waiver up to four years for prior military service)
• Guaranteed employment as an Air Force Officer at $24,000
per year, $40,000+ by fourth year
• Contact Air Force ROTC -- Peterson Hall, Rm. 203 or call
Capt. Butler at (509) 963-2314. Deadline: 1 Feb 1994

Indoor gun range
Gun rentals
Classes
Sporting Goods
Loans
103 N. Main 9- 6 Mon to Fri Sat 3- 5 925-1109

J 'O IN THE GREATEST GYM IN THE WORLD!!

Tl-IE

II

~\11\/1

IJ

208 "\¥. 5TH (ACROSS FROM COURTHOUSE )

962-6200
"FIRST VISIT ALWAYS FREE"
• NO Fancy Name
• NO Country Music
• NO Posers
• NO Inflated Rates
• NO Saunas
• Only The Most Olympic Benches, Dumbbells, Barbells, And Free Weights In The County, With An Atmosphere
You Can Handle
·
• So If You Like To Yell, Scream, Sweat, Use Chalk, Drop Large Weights, Listen To Music Your Mom Would Hate,
And Have Enough Money Left Over To Go Out Every Weekend, Then THE GYM Is for YOU!!
• Still $16.50 Per Month

Aerobic Classes Schedule
Monday Thru Friday
6:00 a.m. - Step Aerobics
9:00 a.m. - Jazzercise
4:00 p.m. - Step Aerobics

Monday Thru Thursday
5:30 p.m. - Floor Aerobics
6:45 p.m. - Step Aerobics
7:45 p.m. - Step Aerobics
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Hot shooting by opponents too much for Wildcats
by Paul Wllllams
Sports Editor

The Central women's basketball team saw their record slip to 49 with losses to Seattle University.
90-75, and Whitman College 8266. Both games were played last
weekend at Nicholson Pavilion.
Both Seattle University and
Whitman College shot over 50percent from the field.
"I think defensively we have
some work to do. We didn't play
defense with the intensity that it
takes to win ballgames," Head
Coach Nancy Katzer said.
Last Saturday the Wildcats faced
an All-American in Seattle's
LaShanna White. The 6-2 center
posed some problems for Central.
"We double-teamed LaShanna
White, that worked pretty well for
us until their perimeter opened up
and then we had some problems,"'
Katzer said.
But the strategy helped keep
Central close in Saturday's contest A layup by Tiffany Rutter gave
Central a 15-14 edge with 11:23
left in the first half. The doubleteaming held White to eight points
at half as Central trailed 36-29.
Seattle University took the lead
back with 6: 16 to go in the first half
and led the rest of the game.
The second half saw the Wildcats' post players get into foul
trouble and allowed the Chieftans
to pull away. The biggest lead by
the Chieftans was 21 points with a
littlemore than a minute remaining
in the game.
White led all scorers with 17
points. Shelley Bell led Central with
15 points on 7-of-15 shooting from

RESERVE

Dave Fiske/ Special to the Observe

Shannan Sherrill, as of Jan. 11, leads Central In rebounding, averaging 7.7 rebounds a game. Here she looks to
shoot over 6-3 Jennifer McClure of Whttman College. Karla
Hawes leads the team In scoring, averaging 11 points a
game. Becky Fltz)arrard Is not far behind, averaging 10.9
points per contest. f Hz)arrald ranks third In the Pacific
Northwest Region with a 84-percent success rate from the
free-throw llne. Kristi Payne leads Central In assists with
2.6 per game.
·

0 F F I C E R S'

TRAINING

C:

0 RPS

the field. Karen Lehman and Stacia
Marriott had 15 points for the
Chieftans. Arny Kuchan had 14
and Julie Hodovance had 10.
"Shelley Bell had her best game
since she's been at Central against
Seattle," Katzer said.
Both teams had a balanced attack. Seattle had five players in
double figures while Central had
four. Becky Fitzjarrald and Jennifer Yount had 12 points and Shannon Sherrill hadll points.
Seattle had their way with the
Wildcats on the boards, out-rebounding them 39-27 and 17-7 on
offensive rebounds. White had 13
rebounds to lead Seattle and Yount
had six to lead Central.
Sunday afternoon the Wildcats
were faced with a problem.
Whitman had a good post player in
6-3 Jennifer McClure and potent
outside shooters.
"We had to play straight manto-man because you can't play a
zone against this team, they shoot
too well from the perimeter," Katzer
said.
Whitman proved Katzer right
as they shot 61 percent from the
field in the first half to take a 43-3 3
lead. They shot an amazing 75 percent from three-pointrangeas well.
The inside-outside combination of
McClure(six-for-sixfrom the field
for 14 points) and Kristi Lampe
(four-for-four from the field, nine
points) led Whitman. An 18-6 run
by Whitman turned a three-point
lead into a 15-point cushion.
The lead grew to 15 in the second half before the Wildcats
mounted a charge of their own,
cutting the lead to seven with 5:52
to play. But that was as close as the
Wildcats came.

Yount led Central with 16 points
including two three-pointers.
Shannan Sherrill added 14 and
Fitzjarrald had 10. McClure led all
scorers with 26 points and Lampe
had 20 for Whitlllan. Whitman shot
80 percent (four for five) from threepoint range in the game.
Central did out-rebound
Whitman 32-30 despite Whitman
having a big height advantage.
Sherrill and Yount had seven boards
to lead the Wildcats. McClure led
Whitman with eight
Whitman went to the free-throw
line 22 times, making 16, compared to just seven trips to the stripe
for Central.
Katzer commended the play of
postplayers Fitzjarrald and Sherrill
and said "Karla Hawes played intense and Kristi Payne takes care of
the ball for us. She does a good
job," Katzer said.
"Offensively we are starting to
come around We're running an
offense instead of just playing ratball so rm pleased about that," said
Katzer.
Next up for Central was a home
game against the University of
Puget Sound yesterday. Results
were unavailable at press time.
UPS is a tough team. They have
a real good post player," Katzer
said.
WILDCAT NOTES : The Wildcats, as ofJan.11, had a4-9 record,
0-1 in league play. They have lost
their last five games.but three of
those were to NCAA Divsio'n II
opponents.
The Wildcats close ou1 the
month with two home games.Lewis
and Clark State visits on Jan. 29
and Whitworth will invade
Nicholson Pavilion on Jan. 31.

R & R Auto Body
925-5680

* State of the art equipment to accurately repair today's unibody cars
* All technicians are I-CAR trained
* All workmanship is guaranteed

"We guarantee our work,
so we have to be good."

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every -year Anny ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of talented students. If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can help you pay tuition
and fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and
supplies. You can also receive an allowance of up to
$1000 each school year the scholarship is in effect.
Enroll in MlS 101 - The Army Officer. Contact
Captain Brian Eng, Military Science Department,
Peterson Hall, Room 202, 963-3518.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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A record-breaking year for Central athletics

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPP,LIESI Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.
925-1272.

by Paul Wiiilams

events, Rob Corn and Scott Kelley for Central's 8-2 football record.
STUDY ABROAD! England, Italy,
The 1993 edition of Central
won two All-American certificates
France, Germany are available for
and Mike Sandback, Jon Stemp football set 55 records in all and
Spring quarter! Call the Office of
tied 15 others.TenWildcats re1993 was a record-breaking year and Jeff Davis received one each.
International Programs, 963-3612:
for Central athletics.
For the women, Julie Morris, ceived all-district first-team hon:__,
CRUISE SHIPS Now Hiring! Earn up to
Four team sports: football, vol- Tyann Youngquist, Laurie ors. led by slotback Tyson Raley.
$2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships
leyball, baseball and men's basket- Franchini and Shannon Pinquoch The senior from Prairie made the
or Land-Tour Companies. World travel
ball, made it to the district playoffs won two All-American awards team all four years. Kitna, Jones,
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
and two (football and men's bas- each. Pinquoch w~ named to the wide receivers Larry Bellinger and
Summer and Full-time employment
ketball) were within two games of NAIA Academic All-American James Atterberry, lineman Shawn
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-634playing for a national champion- team as well.
I ohn and. placekicker Darrell
0468 ext. C6093.
ship.
.
In the spring, the women's Roulst made the offense and free
Twenty individual athletes made fastpitch team made its debut The safety Derek Baker, linebacker
WORDS ARE US. Word Processing.
it to districts and nationals as well. inaugmial season was very suc- Shane Wyrsch and cornerback
No job too small. Contact Diane at
248-4118 after 4:30.
This was highlighted by men's cessful ~ they finished third in Montreaux Macon made all-disswimmer Loren Zook who won the District I with a 9-11 record, stay- trict defense. Baker was named
EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
national championship in the 500- ing in the playoff chase until the co-defensive-player-of-the-year
home. Send SASE to PO Box 395,
meter freestyle.
last week of the sesson.
and head coach Jeff Zenisek was
Olathe, KS 66051.
The winter was highlighted by .
Two players, shortstop Bridget named co-coach-of-the-year.
OUR IN-HOME child care has reasonthe men's basketball team, who Powers and outfielder Michelle
The men's soccer team also
able rates, is close to CWU and Public
made it to the second round of the Chappan, made the NAIA District made the playoffs and finished the i===========~ Schools, and on the school bus route.
national playoffs. Their season I all-star team.
season with nine wins, eight losses ' - - - - - - - - - - - - W e take ages 1 month to 11 years, 962ended with a 78-74 loss to MidThe baseball team, aided by a and one tie. Their run in the play6378.
western State (Texas).
fast start, made the playoffs before offs was ended by Simon Fraser in ~*
POSITION AVAILABLE. UMHEIll
Senior swingman Jason Pepper losing to five-time national cham- the first round.
Ellensburg seeks part-time person to do
was named to the NAIA Division 11 pion Lewis and Clark State in the
Three players, midfielders 11
ministry outreach. 10 hrs.lwk. $400/
nation's leader in college marketing
mo. For job description and application
All-America team
district playoffs.Central ended the Casey Rein and Rick Mullins and ~.,~_.:_;l_ The
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
instructions, contact First United
The men's team broke or tied 15 season with a 15:.20 record.
defender Dan Chase, were named
Methodist Church, 3rd and Ruby. 962different records in the 1992-1993
Four players made the NAIA to the all-conference first team. ;:;-: bulletin boards for companies such as
9257.
season.
District I first team: pitchers Dave Rein led the team in scoring with
American Express and Microsoft.
ROOMATE WANTED. Preferably older
The women's basketball team Wensveen and Ben Lindholm, first 12 goals and 28 points overall.
~~~~t :;~t-~0~~ !o~_8e~~~~;sPe~h~~~~
female. Rent$175 and split utilities.
had a promising season cut short by baseman-designated hitter Steve
The women's soccer team fin- -.-- required. Call:
925-6678.
Campus Rep Program
cold shooting and injuries to key Valley and center fielder Tom ished the season with a 4-8 record, :...;_:.~-.:~•.
American Passage Media Corp.
Harrison, Seattle, WA 98119
players. Senior Barb Shuel, argu- Milligan.
3-6 in districts. The injury-riddled .~~... 215 W.
PIP PRESCHOOL now accepting
(800) 487-2434 Ext 4444
ably the team's best player, was .
The men's and women's track team was led in scoring by fresh- ~°*~>.~?X:'i:*.:9:~~'i::?:'&.':i:~:;~:::·-;-:::;:;:;:;:;:;:~..z;:"-;;:~~s.;;;;;;:;::_~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;-:.;;:;:;:;:
applications for integrated preschool.
Children 4 and 5 years-old, 5 days per
hobbled by a sprained ankle for teamshadsuccessfulseasons~send man Amanda Frazier, who tallied
wk., 8 a.m. to noon. Call Ginger at 963much of the season. The Wildcats ing seven men and two women to eight goals and 18 points. Defender
1463.
finished tlJe season wi.th ~ 7-18 the-national m~t
Darcy Neil w~ named the team's
HP48G GRAPHIC Calculator: lnterecord
The Wildcat contingent was led most valuable player.
. grates and differentiates. $130 OBO.
The injury bug also bit the wres- by Russ Capps, who finished fifth ·
Tollefson and Brent Hooper
•Call James, 925-5249.
tling squad in 1993. Joe Knox, nationally in the decathlon. The journeyed to Kenosha, Wisconsin
Adam Scanlon, Eric Rotondo, Ia- men's 1600-yard relay team of for,the men's and women's crossSUMMER CAMP jobs for men and
women. Hidden Valley Cam_p i!1t~rview
son Stevenson and Paul Martinez Chad Klassen, Jay Spears, DJ. country Cha.mpionships.Both
all made it to nationals. Rotondo Livingston and Brian Meyer fin- placed in the top 50 as Hooper
f ing February 11. Make appointment
Iand get further information at Student
placed third and Stevenson took ished sixth at the national meet
crossed the finish line in 3 lstplace
Employment Office.
home a seventh-place trophy.
Other Wildcat men who made it and Tollefson finished 40th. The
1
The men's and women's swim to nationals were Eric Tollefson two finished only six seconds apart.
' NEW KNOnY Pine bookcase, 35• X
48•, $49. Other sizes made to order.
teams had a very successful sea- and Art Ballard.
Starting in 1993 and overlapFree Delivery. Call Mark, 962-4527.
son. The men's team finished sixth
The women were le<l by Lisa ping into 1994 are men's and
in the nation and the women took Ostrander, who broke the school's women's basketball, wrestling
ATTENTION STUDENTS Earn extra
seventh in the nation.
triple-jump record four times dur- and swimming. Despite having
cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
The men were led by Zook, who ing the year. She finished 11th at very few returning players, the
materials provided. Send SASE to
along with his first place in the 500 nationals. Also making it to nation- hoop teams are malting their
Mid.Yest Mailers, PO Box 395, Olathe,
freestyle, eamed All-American sta- als was freshman Veronica Per- presence known in their leagues.
KS 66051. lmmedate Response.
tus in three other events. Ben sons in the high jump.
Three wrestlers and over 15
Olsewski and Scott Zable gained
swimmers have qualified for
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
What is it? An opportunity to study for
All-American recognition (a sixthAn explosive offense and a big- nationals.
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools.
place or better finish) in three play defense were the big reasons
fOC. IMU \t&fO~MA'TiGW dlu.:
Sports Editor

WHYNOT1
WHAT
HAVE YOU
GOTTO

LOSE?
CAMPUS REP
WANTED
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Which schools are participating? Call

963-3612 (Office of International
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AUXILIARY SERVICES COMPUTING is now

acceptjj.s::~@IPl.&itions

for their
Computer Programmer /Analyst Appre~M;~H~. Qualified
students will receive on-the-job training ~i!§i:li§4ij§ion computing
environment. These positions provide prof~Mfil.4~vel experience
in infonnation management including sysf&.1$.\iiiysis program
ming, testing, documentation, installatio~~~:~mHf.Jnanc~ and use;
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2. Owing the academic year, applicants mi#.~~favailable to work a
minimum of 15 hours per week, i.~i•& some weekends.
Owing the summer and quarter br~~:~gybnust be available to
_ 1_:_ ..

Two positions are opertWftff:!plefollowing additi9Wil qualifications:
=:::::::--
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COMPUTER APPRENTICE FOR THE UNIVERSITY STORE

program for students with ACX language
lev~I. Program available Fall and
Spring quarters. Apply for Spring now!
:,~ of International Programs, 963·

This position is responsible for the VAX/PdAUSGlSTJ;R::J'l~tw9rk
that maintains the data for the p0int-of-sale system. PC·.eipeg~~~?
·· ······· ·· STUDY IN ATHENS, GREECE. A

quarterly program, open Fall and Srri,..g
1 Quarters,
offers Greek language for

PCs are used for word processing and accounting functj()ijS~" The
programmer also helps with the set up and use of comp#.~fequipment for conference attendees.
::::-:·:,:·:::· ·
The academic-year hourly rate of pay will be $5l?p,per hour.
Compensation for summer employment will be at th(Vi~r,opriate
Civil Service salary.
==::::::::::;::::;:::...
:::::4.PP.J:iq'-:tj,Qns are available during regular office

bP:ijt~···;{ The

beginners. Other courses could include
history, political science, Greek
literature and art history. Application for
Spring available now! 963-3612.
STUDY ABROAD! England, Italy,
France, Germany are available for
Spring Quarter! Call Office of lntemational Programs at 963-3612.
MUSIC CD'S, VCR Videos & Nintendo.
I buy, trade, sell. Call for info, Dale 9621880.

OBSERVER
Classifieds
WORK!
Call 963-1026

. Every Wed. & Sat.
~
DJ Booth
.~ Every Friday live band,

; This week
~
Pat Moss Band
~

$3.00 cover

PITCHERS OW AVAILABLE~

Saturday 15th
Sonics vs. Heat
on pay per view
$5.00 cover starts at 7:05

in the lounge

BBQ Baby Back Ribs $5.99
Spaghetti $5.99
Bloody Mary $2.50
· Enjoy a bowl of spaghetti with
Rainier ~ounders $2.00 Pitcher $3.75 Grandma Frazzini's special sauc~.
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If that's not enough seconds are on us.
Harvey Wallbanger $2.50
Beer night
Micro pounders $1. 75 Domestic $1.50

Tacos 4 for $5.99
Margarita's $2.50
Corona $1.50
. . . . . . .=-=s:::::~ Happy hour 5 - 7 Mon. thru Fri. Pitchers Domestic $3 Micro $5

Make your Super Bowl reservation now 925-GAME

